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FFÉÉIILLEE FFIICCHHIILLLLEE 22002233
AARREE YYOOUU TTOOUURRNNAAMMEENNTT RREEAADDYY??

A new year, a new term
and that can only mean one thing
- the return of Ficheall 's face-to-
face chess tournaments after a
gap of two long years.

Registration has closed,
venues have been selected and
schools have all been notified of
their tournaments. Over 6400
students wil l participate in fun
and friendly chess tournaments
thoughout the country in the
coming months.

Thanks to all the teachers
and volunteers whose hard work
makes these tournaments
possible.

Is your school tournament

ready? Our website hosts a great

set of lessons to get your

students up to speed. To best

assess if your students are ready

for a Féile Fichil le tournament,

use this handy checklist.

For more information on

the tournament rules and format,

including some videos to show

students and teachers just what

to expect, check out our website.

I f you have any further

questions about your upcoming

tournament please contact your

area co-ordinator. I f you have

registered, but have not received

confirmation of your tounament,

contact us here.

FICHEALL

NEWSLETTER

SSWWIISSSS TTOOUURRNNAAMMEENNTT

SSOOFFTTWWAARREE

Swiss Perfect has been

used in schools up and down the

country for organising chess

tournaments. Unfortunately it is no

longer freely available online.

Thankfully, an online

alternative for organising Swiss,

Round Robin and elimination

tournaments is available here.

I t is completely free, but

requires you to sign up. I t is easy

to use and has a very helpful demo

video. I t is designed for chess, but

can be used for all sorts of games

and sports.

CCHHEESSSSPPLLUUSS.. NNEETT

ChessPlus is an

international company which

provides training courses to

the global educational sector.

They work closely with the

European Chess Union which

exclusively certifies several of

their courses.

Their website contains

information about their

courses, interactive games

and an excellent blog for chess

in education. I t is a great

resource for teachers looking

improve their chess teaching.

LLÁÁ FFIICCHHIILLLLEE

FFIICCHHEEAALLLL OONNLLIINNEE

TTOOUURRNNAAMMEENNTTSS

https://ficheall.ie/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Feile-Fichille-Checklist-22-23.docx.pdf
https://ficheall.ie/tournaments/
https://ficheall.ie/beginner-lessons-registered/
https://ficheall.ie/contact-us/
https://swissonlinetournament.com/
https://chessplus.net/
https://ficheall.ie/online-chess-for-schools/



